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April 25, 2017Make your own neural networks with this Keras Cheat Sheet to Deep Learning in Python for beginners, with code samples! March 21, 2017This PySpark cheat sheet with code samples covers the basics, such as initializing Spark in Python, loading data, sorting, and repartitioning. March 8, 2017A pandas cheat sheet,
focuses on more advanced data scrambles with this popular Python data manipulation library. February 21, 2017This Matplotlib cheat sheet introduces you to the basics you need to draw your data beautifully with Python. February 7, 2017This Python Cheat Sheet is a handy reference for linear algebra with SciPy and interaction with
NumPy! We have compiled a collection of cheatsheets to help you get a grip on the most important libraries of data science. They are grouped into the fields for which each library was designed: Basics, Databases, Data Manipulation, Data Visualization, Analysis, Machine Learning, Deep Learning, and Natural Language Processing
(NLP). BasicsIf you're just getting started in the world of data science, it's important to understand how at least two of the basic libraries work: Python and NumPy. These two libraries are used throughout the development process. The third library, Scipy, is a mathematical tool that can handle more complex calculations than
NumPy.Python basicsNumPy basicsSciPyDatabaseData can be stored in sets or sometimes in relational or non-relational databases that are imported into the work platform. SQLLevel: Beginner - IntermediateArea: Relational DatabasesDescription: Relational databases use a structure of separate tables that store data more efficiently
and create relationships between them using keys. SQL is the best language for querying data stored in these tables, thanks to its versatility. Source: sqltutorialCheat sheet: ManipulationBefore you started data analysis, it is important to organize the data of the data set so that it is easier to perform the necessary analytical operations. This
process is called data manipulation. PandasData WranglingLevel: Beginner - IntermediateArea: Data ManipulationDescription: Before an analysis is performed, it is important to clean the DataFrame and organize our data, as we sometimes find duplicate, invalid, or invalid records. The process of cleaning the DataFrame so that we can
use it for our analysis is called Data Cleaning or Data Wrangling. Source: pandasCheat sheet: VisualizationData visualization is the graphical representation of and is especially important for performing analyses or presenting analysis results that can help us identify trends, outliers, and patterns in the data. MatplotlibSeabornFoliumLevel:
IntermediateArea: Data visualizationDescription: In the field of visualization, maps are a very useful representation that allows us to represent geospacial positioning and distances. Folium is a this allows us to generate maps and easily display data from a record, render a representation such as a mapbox or OpenStreetMap, and add
layers with visual data such as cluster points or a heat map. Source: AndrewChallisCheat Sheet: LearningMachine learning algorithms allow us to make predictions based on available data. These are called either regression or classification algorithms, depending on the data type. These processes can be monitored or not monitored,
depending on whether the machine learning model is trained with labeled data or not, which is called ground truth. Scikit-LearnDeep LearningIn the field of machine learning, there is a more specific field known as deep learning, which uses artificial neural networks to make predictions. KerasTensorflowLevel: AdvancedArea: Deep
LearningDescription: This is a second-generation deep learning library developed by Google. It allows users to create models using an API with an inferior or superior level of abstraction that outlines mathematical operations or neural networks, depending on the user's preferences. Source: AltorosCheat Sheet:
dtOZSuYDonyyBvEULpJALw.pngPyTorchLevel: AdvancedArea: Deep learningDescription: PyTorch is a deep learning library developed by Facebook. It is one of the newest libraries on the market and provides an interface for working with tensors at a more affordable price than TensorFlow or Keras, for example. Source: PyTorchCheat
sheet: Language Processing (NLP)Within the field of data science, language analysis is an area that is gaining ground, with algorithms designed to help us analyze text. NLTKspaCy These cheat sheets contain the most useful features and working methods of each library to help you with your daily development tasks. Happy coding! Little
time to learn NumPy? This article shows you the ten most amazing NumPy Cheat Sheets. Download them, print them out and pin them to your wall – and watch your data science skills grow!   All NumPy Cheat Sheets in this article are 100% free. All links open in a new tab (so don't hesitate to click all the links without worrying
about the loss of this page). Here's a quick summary if you don't have time to read all the cheat sheets: Here's a quick download for you: I've created this scam sheet to explain some important NumPy concepts to my programming students. NumPy is a widely used scientific It simplifies linear algebra, matrix calculations and speeds up
data analysis. Knowing NumPy is a prerequisite for other Python packages such as pandas or scikit learning. This article should serve as the ultimate NumPy reference. The cheat sheets are diverse and range from one page to several pages. This includes cross-language comparison cheat sheets. While some resources are great
beginner references, and require high-level expertise. Cheat Sheet 1: DataCamp NumPy DataCamp is an online platform that provides data science training through videos and coding exercises. This cheat sheet is one of the most comprehensive one-sided cheat sheets on the market. In some ways, it adds more examples and more
features to the previous cheat sheet. It is a good summary of the creation of arrays and basic array design. This cheatsheet provides functionality for the specific data types. At the end of the sheet is more advanced things like cutting and indexing. There are also some introductory tools for data analysis and array manipulation. Although
overall, this is a fantastic resource, the only downside is the color palette. The bright orange is a distraction from the content. If you like the color palette, this could be your comprehensive list of NumPy basics. Pros: Comprehensive Graphics, Very DenseCons: Overwhelming, Color Can Distract Cheat Sheet 2: Basic NumPy This is a
useful resource for the NumPy basics. It provides a summary of how arrays are created and some basic operations. It is minimalistic, with a good overview of many basic functions. The sheet is divided into sections with headers for easier orientation. On the left side of the sheet, the NumPy import convention Importnumpy is mentioned as
np. A single-line explanation follows each function. The biggest advantage of this list is good readability. This allows a quick search for the right function. Pros: Lightweight, Basics, Minimalist, ReadableCons: Flat, Distracting Background, No Visuals Cheat Sheet 3: A Little Bit of Everything The cheat sheet is divided into four parts. The first
part details NumPy arrays and some useful features such as np.arange() or finding the number of dimensions. The second part focuses on dasslicing and indexing and offers some delightful examples of Boolean indexing. The last two columns are somewhat separate. They offer a wide range of functions ranging from matrix operations
such as transpose to sorting an array. However, the last two columns are not necessarily conveniently grouped. The advantage of this sheet is that it also contains Boolean and not only the numerical types. Pros: Focus on Cutting and DimensionalityCons: Separate Content, Slightly Confusing, No Graphic Cheat Sheet 4: Data Science
Dataquest is a similar online platform to DataCamp. It offers a variety of data science tracks and lessons, followed by coding exercises. This is another good resource of the most important NumPy functions and properties. The cheat sheet is readable with different sections, and each section has a clear title. In addition to the sheet
organisation and the excellent readability, a number of functions and operations. Also compared to the previous two cheat sheets, there is a Mathematical and Statistics section. It divides the mathematical sections into scalar and vector mathematics, and there is a statistics section at the bottom. Pros: Statistics, Statistics, well-structured,
comprehensive, readable Cons: No Graphics Cheat Sheet 5: NumPy for Matlab users If you are a Matlab user and need a quick introduction to Python and NumPy, this could be your go-to. The sheet contains three columns—the first column is matlab/Octave, the second column is the Python and NumPy equivalents, and the third column
is a description column. The focus of the sheet is not only on NumPy, but many Python basics are listed. Because it is not a single sheet, the content is divided into separate sections. It provides mathematical, logical and Boolean operators, roots and round-offs, complex numbers, extensive linear algebra, forming and indexing, some
basic plots, calculus and statistics. Pros: Matlab, Python background, a wide range of related contentCons: Unfocused, not visually appealing, font choice strange cheat sheet 6: The matrix This cheat sheet offers the equivalents for four different languages – MATLAB/Octave, Python and NumPy, R and Julia. The list is not a single PDF
sheet, but it is a scrollable document. Each left and right side of the document contains task descriptions. This is a large sheet, and it is especially useful because the output of each task is specified. The sheet covers the creation and design of matrices, matrix shape manipulation, and some basic and advanced matrix operations. The
extended section is particularly interesting because it lists many useful functions in data analysis, such as finding a covariance and intrinsically and creating random normally distributed variables. Pros: Wide range of related topics (Matlab, Python, NumPy, R, Julia), advanced featuresCons: Poor readability, no PDF download Cheat Sheet
7: Numerical analysis This is the most comprehensive sheet on the list. This includes not only side-to-side equivalents between MATLAB, R, NumPy and Julia; and it also covers everything from functions and syntax, loops and I/O. The most interesting and useful component is that certain rows are specified as a function definition for
MATLAB, R, and Julia, but not for NumPy because this functionality is missing. This makes it easy to compare and contrast and find the best fit for a project. Pros: Extremely ComprehensiveCons: Not Well Structured, Poor Design, No PDF Download Cheat Sheet 8: NumPy for R (and S-plus) Users Although there are other comparison
cheat sheets in this collection, this lists some advanced features. As the title says, it is a comparison between R(and S-plus) and NumPy. It is very detailed for each family of companies. For example, the sort section provides eight ways to sort an array. Some operations are not possible in both languages, so it is easy to perform the
correct This is the only cheat sheet in the collection that provides detailed charts and graphics. In addition, some advanced mathematics and statistics were given, such as differential equations and Fourier analysis. Pros: Advanced, comparison-based (R vs. vs. Detailed, Plots and graphsCons: Confusing, Unfocused Cheat Sheet 9:
Scientific Python This is not a NumPy-specific sheet. It covers many Python Data Science topics, but also some Python basics. It is easily navigated through because of the content specified at the beginning. The NumPy section is comprehensive. It covers NumPy basics such as array properties and operations. It also contains an
extensive list of mathematical functions and linear algebra functions. Some of the useful linear algebra functions find internal and external products and intrinsically. Others are functions for rounding and generating random variables. Pros: NumPy + Science, Mathematics, Linear Algebra, Beautiful designCons: No PDF Download, No
Visuals Cheat Sheet 10: Finxter NumPy The Finxter Cheat Sheet differs from all the above mentioned sheets because it is visually clearest. It gives a detailed description of each function and lists the examples along with the result. The good thing about the visible result is that it can be helpful if you are not sure about the name of the
function. In addition to the cheat sheet, there is an accompanying video with further detailed examples and explanations. Pros: Simple, simple, visually clean and focused on the most important featuresCons: No graphics Bonus Cheat Sheet: From NumPy to xtensor xtensor is a C++ library, similar to NumPy, made for numerical analysis.
The cheat sheet provides a two-column view in which the first column contains NumPy and the second column contains the xtensor equivalents. The sheet focuses on array initialization, forming, and cutting functions. In addition, it continues with array manipulation such as transposition or rotation functions. There are many tensor
operations, but the sheet lacks the descriptions. So it is not always easy to deduce what a particular function does. Pros: Only xtensor sheet, simple, comparison-basedCons: Too specific for most Coder Attribution This article is contributed by Finxter user Milica Cvetkovic. Milica is also an author on Medium – look at her profile. Where
from here? A thorough understanding of the basics of NumPy is an important part of training a data scientist. NumPy is at the heart of many advanced machine learning and data science libraries such as pandas, tensorflow, and scikit-learn. If you're struggling with the NumPy library — don't be afraid! Become a NumPy professional in no
time with our new programming textbook Coffee Break NumPy. It's not just a thorough introduction to the NumPy library that will increase your value to the market. It's also fun to go through the great collection of code puzzles in the book. Get your coffee break NumPy! Numpy!
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